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Introduction
Having worked late on 15 October 2015, Mark
Samworth, Chairman of Samworth Brothers,
strode out of the company headquarters in
Melton Mowbray, England. He was on his way to
a special family dinner to celebrate 120 years of
the family business.
In 2015, Samworth Brothers was a fourthgeneration family business that employed
around 8,000 people and had a turnover in the
region of £1 billion. It was an occasion to look
back with pride, but also to reaffirm the family’s
commitment to invest in the business for
generations to come. Longevity, however, was
no guarantee of future success. Mark was aware
that Samworth Brothers faced multiple
challenges. To begin with, the current Group
Chief Executive, Lindsey Pownall, was going to
retire at the end of the year.
Along with this impending leadership change,
Mark had decided to step down from his position
on the Group Executive Board, having been a
member since its foundation in 1996. He and
Lindsey had worked very effectively together,
and both knew that the relationship between the
family and the Chief Executive was pivotal to get
the best out of the business.
Mark saw his role as maintaining the unity
and culture of the business: “The job I need to
do is the job that only I can do – because it is my
family business. I have to be the unifying force
for the Group, to get around the different
businesses and protect our culture and values.”
Lindsey, on the other hand, emphasised the
importance of allowing non-family managers
sufficient independence to run the business
effectively. She observed, “If you are going to
have a decent balance in the business, the
family have to accept they’ve relinquished
operational control, they bring in the
professionals, you’ve then got to find a route in
that model to get it to work.”

Ensuring that family and non-family managers
worked closely together was a crucial element in
the growth and success of Samworth. The family
had always been aware that management needed
the right skills and expertise. Over the years, they
had learnt how to bring in non-family members they
knew and trusted to take front line responsibilities.
The fact that many existing non-executive post
holders, such as Nick Linney and Jonathan
Warburton, were from family businesses
themselves surely helped avoid the divide between
family and non-family managers that often
bedevilled other family firms. Family and non-family
managers worked so well together that in some
ways Samworth had the feeling of a larger, familylike structure.
But this family-like feeling was hard to maintain in a
company that had grown in scale and diversity. In
2015, the Samworth Group was made up of 17
different companies, operating under the Samworth
umbrella, in a decentralised model.
This decentralised structure was a deliberate
strategy, based on keeping responsibility, authority
and opportunity with the people at the sharp end of
their businesses, allowing companies to think
locally and act quickly, and to stay creative while
belonging to a larger federation. Mark was very
keen that Samworth should retain this model. “…
whatever we do we’ve got to maintain the integrity
and the culture of the group and how we want to
run it. We won’t put in place structures that go
against that. So centralised structure or strong
divisional structure is a no no.” At the same time, he
was aware of the challenges of decentralisation,
particularly as the group expanded and its portfolio
became increasingly complex. These challenges
ranged from practical issues, such as the inability of
the Financial Director to attend 17 board meetings
a month, to more significant impacts such as being
less able to react quickly when economic and other
crises hit. Lindsey had discovered these issues
when she took over as Chief Executive in 2012.
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“I found I had a business that wasn’t actually
capable of dealing with them. Because everybody
had been running silos, there wasn’t really a lot of
expertise in dealing with the outside world. There
was only a degree of expertise at dealing with the
minutia of Samworth Brothers internally.”
Mark was keen that the incoming Chief Executive
would be able to hold the Samworth Brothers
Group of 17 companies together, by maintaining
the company’s strong identity and shared Group’s
values. In the coming years, the top management
would also need to consider whether the group
needed a new way of grouping its constituent
companies, for example by product sector or
consumer segments. Further into the future there
was also the issue of succession. Of the G3
brothers, only David had children – a son and
three daughters. All three sisters had worked in
the business, but only Mark (G4) was actively
involved in management, while the fifth
generation were all still minors. For the family and
the management, whether looking at short-term
or long-term issues, the one thing they were
certain about was that they had much to do
before they can hand over the business to the
next generation.

Distribution of meat from producers to retailers via
wholesalers ended, forcing the closure of
wholesale meat markets.
The changes forced the family to temporarily
shut their business. Nevertheless, Frank
Samworth continued to work in the meat industry,
taking on a position as General Manager in a pork
products manufacturing company. Here, he learnt
many of the lessons of the pork trade and
became interested in manufacture and retail.
Having been part of a family business in his
younger days, he was keen to start his own
business, so in 1950 he bought TN Parr, a
company famous for its pork pies. This move
marked the foundation of the modern Samworth
family business. The acquisition of John Tebbit
Ltd (1953) added van sales to the firm’s assets,
which had an impact on the future of the
business.

Overview

The timing was opportune. Wartime food controls
were removed several years after the war, and
the 1950s ushered in social changes that saw
wage rises and women’s increasing involvement
in the workforce, laying the ground work for the
1960s consumer boom. This period marked a
time of consolidation and growth, with all three of
Frank’s sons (Frank Jr., John and David) joining
the business.

When young George Samworth set up a oneman pig farm in 1896, neither he, nor his sons,
George Jr. and Frank, who later joined him, could
have foreseen how much the business would
prosper and grow. Although George Samworth
left school at age 11, he demonstrated
exceptional business acumen. George and his
two sons bought pigs from all over the country,
collected them from Birmingham station, then
drove the squealing herds through the city ‘on the
hoof’ for delivery to individual customers. During
the interwar years (1918–1939) the business
flourished, but the outbreak of war in 1939 led to
changes in the structure of the industry. Food
control became the responsibility of the newly
formed Ministry of Food.

In the late 1960s and the 1970s the company
entered a period of rapid growth. TN Parr
merged with Pork Farms in 1969, doubling the
Samworth business almost overnight to 1,000
employees, 49 shops and 58 vans. By 1970, the
company had a turnover of £4 million and pre-tax
profits in excess of £100,000. In 1971, the
business was floated on the Stock Exchange as
Pork Farms, with the family retaining 65% of the
shares. Despite the difficult economic
environment that the UK experienced during the
1970s, starting with the 1973 oil crisis, the threeday week, and rising labour and raw material
costs that led to erosion of profit margins, the
company refused to cut costs by compromising
on the quality of products.
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Instead, the company invested in modern
bakeries and state of the art machinery, more
than doubling Pork Farm’s production. The
company used its production capacity and
reputation for quality to launch its own label in the
growing supermarket industry. The initial ownlabel contract with Sainsbury’s marked the start of
an important aspect of the Samworth business
model that continues to dominate today. A year
after the Pork Farms floatation, the business was
turning over £11.3 million per annum with pre-tax
profits of almost £777,000.

more emphasis on organic growth; developing
new businesses as the business adapted to
changing consumer habits and lifestyles.
Examples included Tamar Foods (Cornwall) and
Saladworks (Leicestershire). However, adverse
economic conditions after the 2008 financial
crash made organic growth harder and
acquisitions once again became an attractive
option. The crash also forced an increased focus
on cost management; a difficult balancing act for
a business that prides itself on producing high
quality goods without cutting corners.

However, by 1977 the Samworth brothers
came to see the floatation as more a burden than
an advantage. They decided to sell Pork Farms to
Northern Foods, a company they knew well and
that had a good reputation for looking after their
people – an important consideration reflecting the
Samworth family values. The sale meant that the
group of companies that could trace its origins to
1896 passed out of the family’s hands. However,
the sale also allowed the brothers to look for
another company and later in 1977 they bought
Ginsters, makers of Cornish pasties. The Ginsters
brand was well suited to the new wave of ‘eating
on the move’. Using John’s long-standing
contacts, the company secured contracts to
supply the big multiples (Sainsbury’s, Tesco,
Waitrose and Marks & Spencer).

Portfolio of companies
in 2015

In 1985, the company changed its name to
Samworth Brothers, reflecting the personal
involvement of David and John Samworth (G3) in
the company. The late 1980s and 1990s marked
an era where the company embarked on massive
investment and expansion to meet anticipated
future requirements. This started in Cornwall and
continued in the Midlands with the acquisition of
Walker & Son in Leicester. A significant focus has
been maintaining high quality, with Samworth
products featuring strongly in national food
awards.
As the company moved into the 1990s there was
less interest on growth through acquisitions and

In 2015, the focus of Samworth Brothers’ portfolio
of 17 businesses was food – food to go (e.g.
sandwiches, pre-packed salads), chilled ready
meals, desserts and cakes, savoury pastries,
baked goods, sausages and cooked meats, and
sports nutrition. The companies in the portfolio
produced own-label products for supermarkets as
well as a range of branded goods, including
Ginsters and Soreen. The group also included its
own distribution company and food testing
laboratory.
Samworth Brothers’ central office was in Melton
Mowbray and 10 of the 17 companies in its
portfolio were located in Leicestershire. Another
cluster of businesses were located in Cornwall.
When David Samworth, the founder’s grandson
and Life President, moved to Melton Mowbray in
1969, his son Mark viewed this with a feeling of
continuity:
“…it’s also not coincidence that the two areas
where we grew, Cornwall on the back of Cornish
pasties and Leicestershire on the back of pork
pies, are both areas with significant food heritage
… we’ve gone to areas … where the product has
meant something … that’s something that has
been important to the culture, the values and the
identity of the business … it makes that little tiny
3
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nuance of difference that a PLC probably wouldn’t
bother with, but then actually when wedo a new
presentation to our customers … we’ll have a little
picture of Melton Mowbray, the rural capital of
food, because it’s about the intangible.”

Leicester companies
Three of the companies in Leicestershire could
trace their heritage back to a small butcher shop
that opened in Leicester 190 years ago. Walker
and Son was an award-winning market leader in
the production of high-quality supermarket ownlabel and branded pies. It was founded in 1824
and acquired by Samworth Brothers in 1986. It
produced 80% of all of the UK’s Melton Mowbray
pork pies, has a retail outlet in Leicester city
centre and employs 145 staff.
In 2013, two companies that had previously been
part of Walkers Midshire Foods were established
as stand-alone companies. Walkers Deli
produced hand crafted hams and cooked meats
for high street retailers and sister companies
across Samworth Brothers and had a 387-strong
workforce. Walkers Sausage Co was a premium
sausage manufacturer that follows traditional craft

butchery methods.
Another historical connection was a pie shop
founded in Melton Mowbray by John Dickinson in
1851. Dickinson & Morris marketed itself as Ye
Olde Pork Pie Shoppe, a tourist destination and
landmark. Samworths had acquired it in 1992
after a fire destroyed the interior. After restoration,
the shop was reopened, and in 2016 had a staff
of 25 and served around 4,000 customers every
week. In 1996, popular demand led to the pies
being produced for national retailers. The
company had won prestigious awards over the
years, not just for the pork pies, but also for
outstanding customer service.
The remaining companies in the area:
Bradgate Bakery opened in 1993, initially
concentrating on a very small range of
products, but had since grown into one of the
UK’s largest sandwich manufacturers. Working
closely with Tesco, it had diversified its range,
concentrating on innovation and freshness. A
second site was opened in 2014. The
company was a major employer in
Leicestershire, with over 1,500 members of
staff.
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Melton Foods had been developing and
creating ‘by hand’ premium, high quality Food
to Go and Entertaining ranges since 1998 and
produced over 1.5 million sandwiches each
week. In 2015, it had 700 employees.
Kettleby Foods’ first production started in
1999 with a range of 11 potato-topped pies. It
produced a range of 120 high quality chilled
ready meals supplying major retailers, using
locally sourced ingredients where possible.
The company prided itself on its focus on
growing the skills of its staff, achieving
‘Investors in People’ within 12 months of the
business opening and had retained the award
ever since.
Saladworks was set up to produce salads and
sandwiches, but since 2005 the company had
evolved to produce ready meals for UK
retailers, with a focus on Italian, Health and
Premium ranges.
Blueberry Foods manufactured a premium
range of over 50 chilled and ambient cakes
and desserts for Marks & Spencer and Tesco
since 2008. It operated out of a custom-built
manufacturing facility, designed with state-ofthe-art manufacturing equipment to ensure
maximum flexibility and a quick response to
changing consumer needs. Innovations
include a unique ‘bar’ format to make
cheesecakes easier to eat.

Brooksby Foods was initially part of Kettleby
Foods, an innovative site that became a standalone company in 2013, with many of its staff
having worked at other Samworth sites. The
company specialised in supplying high quality
ready meals and vegetable accompaniments
to major retailers and branded suppliers.
Ginsters was founded in 1969 and bought by
Samworths in 1977. It was the UK’s number
one brand in savoury pastry, made using
locally sourced, ideally Cornish, ingredients. It
employed 500 people, with the majority based
in the Callington bakery.

Cornwall companies
Westward Laboratories was set up in
Callington in 1992 to handle the Samworth
Group’s food testing requirements, as part of
its commitment to quality. It offered
microbiological and chemical testing to the
wider food industry and was a United Kingdom
Accreditation Service (UKAS) accredited
testing laboratory. The laboratory, and its 39
staff members, were in high demand after
several food-related safety scandals rocked
the industry between 2010-2017.
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· Kensey operated from an 11-acre site in
Launceston, using modern production
techniques with traditional hand finishing to
produce premium quality desserts. It also
produced under licence for Cadbury. It had
been part of the Samworth portfolio since 1997
and employed over 700 people.
Tamar Bakery was established as an
independent business in 1999, specialising in
own-label hot eating savoury pastry pies and
savoury slices, pasties and rolls. It supplied to
most of the UK’s leading retailers, including
Tesco, Marks & Spencer, Waitrose and The
Co-operative. Tamar employed 500 staff.

Other companies
Samworth Brothers Supply Chain was the
group’s distribution business and operated
with 450 staff out of four sites (Leicester,
Penrith, Callington and Bristol), seven days a
week, 24 hours a day. It provided temperaturecontrolled services to companies within the
Samworth Brothers Group, as well as to many
external chilled food manufacturers, retailers
and other distributors. As was common with all
companies in the group, standards for quality,
service and delivery were high. The company
boasted 97% on-time service levels.
SCI-MX Nutrition, a leading sports nutrition
brand selling a range of premium quality, high

protein powders, capsules, snack bars and ready
to drink shakes, was acquired by Samworths in
2015 and marked a move to a new sector for the
group.

The Samworth family
The Samworths were in their fourth generation as
a family business. The early seeds of their ethics,
economic and business philosophies were
instilled into the G2 brothers by their father,
George. Frank Sr. passed these on to the third
generation, Frank Jr., John and David, who were
raised to see working in the family business as
part of their heritage.
Sir David Samworth CBE DL joined the business
in 1956. In 2015, he was in his eighties and
retired from active participation in the running of
the business but remained Life President and still
kept an eye on things. He had led the
establishment of core set of standards and values
for the businesses; values that still remained at
the heart of the Group. A common observation
from those who knew Sir David was the impact of
his attention to people and maintaining an
authentic personal touch. In 2009, he was
knighted in recognition of his extensive charitable
work.
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Mark Samworth was the only G4 family member
to be actively involved in management and his
role changed dramatically after his father retired.
He worked tirelessly to ensure the family culture
was embedded in the different business units.
While seeking to forge effective working
relationships with new Group Executives, he was
carving a new role for himself as an ambassador
for the business. As Jonathan Warburton
commented, “he’s the only person who can do
that – because it’s his name that is over the door.”

Family values
The businesses in the Samworth Brothers’
portfolio displayed many features that embody the
underlying family values and ethos. This was
captured by David (G3) in the company’s Policy
Statement – “Our success depends upon our
constant respect for People, Quality and Profit” –
and reinforced by Mark (G4) who said, “Having a
family firm gives us the chance to be involved in a
great commercial and social enterprise – and it’s
in our DNA.”
Permeating through the companies was the
recognition that people are important, with an
emphasis on dignity and respect. The company
websites proudly displayed the length of service
statistics of its employees. Its commitment to
people also extended to investments in training to
maximise individual potential, including the
development of academies for staff to follow both
professional and personal interests.
The Samworth Group had a long history of
supporting local causes as part of its
engagement with the wider community, through a
range of philanthropic activities, sponsorship and
work experience programmes. The Group was an
active member of Business in the Community,
which worked towards forging relationships
between businesses and local communities and

provided work experience and employment
opportunities for local young, disadvantaged
people. These activities represented the
Samworth Group’s ongoing commitment to the
two main regions in which it operated:
Leicestershire and Cornwall. The Group had a
strong track record of championing the food
heritage of both these regions. Furthermore, the
group’s commitment was also seen in its attitude
to regional environmental issues, including a
range of investments in technology to reduce its
energy and waste footprints, such as partnering
with another local family business to achieve zero
waste to landfill in the Leicestershire businesses.
Quality was at the heart of the Samworths’
identity – the company’s logo bears the words
“Quality is a way of life”. The quality of Samworth
products in all the market segments in which the
group operates was well recognised, with a wide
range of awards and accreditations. A sense of
quality was also embraced in how the group does
business, as Mark noted, “It’s not just about the
product quality, it’s everything you do. Culture is
indivisible, you can’t have two different sets of
standards in different parts of the business.”
Linked to this management style was a policy of
championing environmental best practice and
partnering with suppliers who shared these
values, reflecting the family’s efforts to be a
responsible and sustainable business.
The third element of the family values were
centred on the long-term orientation. The family’s
efforts to ensure the longevity of the group went
hand-in-hand with its commitment to reinvestment
profits back into the business. Long-term thinking
about the future of the company strongly
influenced decision making at Samworth. This
commitment also extended to its involvement in
the Institute for Family Business, where it
extended support to other family firms that were
working to ensure continuity of ownership for
future generations.
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Governance

people, we give them room to grow.”

Family governance

Business governance

To cement the family’s long-term orientation,
100% of the equity was held in family trusts.
Dividends were paid out occasionally, and the
vast majority of the annual dividends were
retained in the trust pot. Mark viewed the family
trusts as an effective solution to the perennial
threat of ownership fragmentation that confronted
many family firms. “We still have considerable
influence over the trusts [but] without direct
ownership; which means we do not worry about
fragmenting the share ownership over the years.
That’s a great advantage to the business because
we speak with one voice to the shareholders.”

A few years after Frank bought TN Parr, all three
of his sons (Frank Jr., John and David, G3) had
joined the company. Frank Sr. was Chairman,
exercising ‘old style’ management, and the sons
shared other responsibilities, with most of the
business and decision making done informally by
the family. However, as the business grew it
necessitated a different approach and more
formal management experience. In 1964, Frank
Jr. stepped back to enable his sons to take the
reins of the business but remained as Chairman.
David began looking for trainee managers and
took a course in business management at
Harvard Business School. On his return, he
became Managing Director and quickly
introduced formal processes into the group,
including a weekly profit and loss system which
was later adopted across the industry. David
remained very active in running the business but
stepped down from the Chairmanship in 2005 and
became Life President.

The Samworth family considered itself too small
and tight-knit to need formal family governance
structures, such as a family council. Although,
Mark noted, “We do have a written constitution …
and we do have a written document which
originated from the beneficiaries that describes
how we think the relationship between the family
and the trusts should be…” The family held
meetings once or twice a year to make key
business and investment decisions and agree on
philanthropic activities.Another key event, which
Mark believed had strengthened the ties between
the family and the businesses, was an annual
week in Scotland: “We take the family and our
senior trustees, some professional advisers,
holdings board, group exec board plus their
families … I split the week into two. Three days
with one set of people and three days with
another set of people. So everybody knows each
other as individuals rather than job titles or
advisers.”
A clear message from Mark was that the family
aimed to be good owners: “… we can be great
owners by the way that we behave or support the
business, by the fact that we reinvest back into
the business to support the strategy, by ensuring
we are flexible or having recruited the best

In 1996, the Group’s executive structure was
completely revamped. A new parent company
was formed to provide PLC levels of
accountability and corporate governance. A
Group Holdings Board (GHB) was set up,
consisting of David (Chairman) and two nonexecutive directors – Linney and Warburton, both
from family businesses themselves. The GHB
incorporates audit, remuneration and
development committees, in line with PLC
standards. The GHB expanded over time as
Samworths grew and in 2015 was made up of
Chairman, Director and four non-executive
directors.
The 1996 reorganisation also resulted in the
formation of a Group Executive Board (GEB) to
oversee the Group’s day-to-day management.The
posts include Chairman, Group Chief Executive,
Group Finance Director and other Directors
8
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Samworth simplified family tree*

*G5 are all minors
chosen from the portfolio companies. The GEB
include long-standing colleagues such as Brian
Stein, who joined in 1995 from Northern Foods,
the company that had bought Pork Farms from
Samworths in 1978. Brian served as Group Chief
Executive from 1999–2012. Upon his retirement
he was replaced by Lindsey Pownall, a long-time
GEB member who also came via Northern Foods.

Managing the portfolio of
companies
Samworth Brothers operates in a
decentralised model, where each individual
company has its own Board of Directors. The
structure David Samworth (G3) envisaged was
that each would be entirely independent,
controlling their own destinies and managed by
their own group of directors and a chairman from
the corporate centre. The companies had their
own customers and interactions and would be
judged on performance. In order to work, a
decentralised model must have clearly defined
boundaries. Themodel had been guided for many
years by five governing principles:

The Delegation of Authority, which avoids
unnecessary interference
Twin Citizenship, where everyone is a
member of their operating company and of
Samworths, and proud of both
Common Language, understandings and
definitions
Interdependence, an awareness of the impact
of actions on other members of the Group
Separation of Powers, where good
governance and best practice are enshrined in
the structure of the business.
This model worked well for many years, but the
increasing complexity of the portfolio in terms of
size and range of the businesses meant some
changes were necessary.
When Lindsey Pownall took over as Chief
Executive in 2012, she initiated an extensive
management development programme for 65 top
directors from across the portfolio companies. As
well as upgrading skills, the programme created
the opportunity for directors, who had traditionally
worked in their own silos and were not
encouraged to collaborate with their peers
9
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elsewhere in the Group, to take the initiative to
develop their own networks. This represented a
significant culture change that was capitalised
upon by the Executive, who wanted to change
behaviours but not structures. Collaboration and
relationships within the Group were part of
Lindsey’s drive for interdependence. They also
supported her aim to create an umbrella for the
organisation where the executive teams would
continue to run their own companies, while still
identifying as working for Samworth Brothers. As
Mark described, “… the Samworth way is not to
centralise the business. It is to collaborate,
person to person, and to pool resources so that
we have a common Samworth Brothers approach
wherever it makes sense to do so.” The benefits
of this were clear to Mark: “…we think that a
business with its own Board of Directors is much
more responsive to its customers, to its
marketplace, it makes decisions quicker, it can be
more empowered, the decisions are better, its
closer, all of that kind of stuff is important.”
However, he also felt that the Group was ready to
take action if companies were struggling.
“But equally we are happy when we need to flex
[our muscles] … we can change how we do
things. So, we’ve had occasions where we’ve had
businesses that were not doing well; so we’ve
taken out the directorship team, we’ve moved that
business under the wing of another business who
have then improved the performance of the
business, and then we’ve split it off again.”
Even though the group companies continue to
operate independently, further efforts to pool
resources and take advantage of economies of
scale led Lindsey to assign responsibility for
purchasing to one of the GEB members,
supported by a Managing Director of one of the
business units. However, challenges remain. One
source of conflict and tension is the inability to
split the diverse companies into clearly defined
groups. For example, three GEB members were
given responsibility of managing the most

important relationships [often a very senior
manager] with each of the Group’s largest
customers, but they did not manage all the
trading with that customer as it was not possible
to split the companies this way.

Looking to the future
As the family’s celebration dinner concluded and
Sir David and Mark moved to his study, Sir David
asked Mark what he thought were the key
challenges the Samworths could face as it
passed ownership to G5. After a brief pause,
Mark highlighted three challenges:
“First and foremost are the choices Samworths
need to make to stay profitable yet be a
responsible business. Samworth Brothers’ identity
has … reputational value with our customer base,
but it is a business to business relationship. That
still means that our family has to be careful about
its profile, its behaviour, and we have a sort of
contract with the business, if we want the
business to continue to have the values that we
have, if we want the business to be the kind if
business we can be proud of, if we want the
business to continue paying a dividend, then we
have to be good owners. Second, as you know,
Lindsey and I worked very well as a team, where
she focused on operations and I acted as steward
and worked on ensuring our group culture and
values remained consistent as we grew the
business. I can see as we move into the future
our biggest single threat here is finding good
people or not finding good people to continue the
growth of the group. If we can’t find good people,
then we can’t grow, and we have to think very
hard about what we do. The third challenge is to
understand that what made us successful in the
last 5 years isn’t going to make us successful in
the next 5 years commercially. Culturally we’ve
got to make sure that we have the same values,
but we have to structure ourselves for future not
for the past and that is a difficult thing for people
to understand.”
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